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Board Plans Expansion 
By RONALD E.PEJSA 
Editorial Page Editor 
An increase in student fees was 
discussed, Mrs. Virginia Secor 
Stranahan, Perrysburg, was ap- 
pointed a board member, andSum- 
ner Canary, a Cleveland attorney, 
was elected president of the Uni- 
versity Board of Trustees Friday 
afternoon. 
In other board action, a request 
to establish a fulltime day-night 
college in Sandusky was approved. 
The request was made by the 
Committee on Educational Deve- 
lopment representing Huron, Erie 
and Ottawa counties. 
The building would cost approxi- 
mately $2.4 million, with approxi- 
mately 25 per cent to be raised 
in  the three counties. Remaining 
funds are to come from the state. 
Branch classes are being con- 
ducted presently in the Sandusky 
High School building.Approvalwill 
allow for the purchasing of land 
and the construction of a permanent 
University building, which will con- 
tinue to provide instruction de- 
signed primarily for the first two 
years of college. 
The Department of Education 
also made a request for final ap- 
proval of a doctoral program, de- 
signed primarily to prepare edu- 
cational administrators. There- 
quest came after five years of 
study, development and staffing by 
the department. 
Emphasis in the program, if 
approved, will be placed on recent 
developments in the behavioral 
sciences. Approval must first come 
from the Ohio Board of Regents, 
however. 
The University is still awaiting 
approval of a PhJD. program in 
speech which was requested 13 
months ago. 
A resolution was adopted by the 
board to plan for a high-rise 
residence hall to be completed by 
September of 1968. The proposed 
building will house approximately 
500 students. 
The University will construct 
smaller dormitory units in the 
future to avoid over-occupancy, 
according to Dr. William T. Je- 
rome. 
Present planning for the build- 
ing would give it nine floors, with 
two-story living rooms. Each of 
the units would be used by 96 
students. Twelve  students   would 
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KEN GILMAN is shown here directing Sigma Chi social frater- 
nity to first place in Sunday nights IFC sing. Due to his fine 
efforts,  Gilman was  awarded the  trophy for  the  best director. 
Noted Genecist 
To Join Faculty 
The University will become a 
research center for geneticists 
next semester when an inter- 
nationally-known authority in the 
field joins the University biology 
faculty.The appointment of Dr.Ir- 
win I. Oster was announced this 
week by President William T. Je- 
rome. 
Dr. Oster will transfer a stock 
center of more than 3,000 different 
genetic strains of drosophila (fruit 
flies), essential in genetics re- 
search, to the University. He is 
presently with the Institute for 
Cancer Research in Philadelphia 
and a lecturer at the University 
of Pennsylvania. 
The 35-year-old scientist said 
the National Science Foundation- 
sponsored stock center of droso- 
phila is the largest in the United 
States. The fruit fly is used ex- 
tensively in genetics research be- 
cause their genetic mechanisms 
are similar to those in humans, 
he explained. 
Dr. Oster, a former research 
associate of Nobel Prize winner 
H.J. Muller of Indiana University, 
is also a consultant to the Natio- 
nal Aeronautical and Space Admi- 
nistration. He has done consulting 
work for the Pure Food and Drug 
Administration. 
Next year a N4SA biological 
satellite will carry one of Dr. 
Oster's experiments. "It's known 
that astronauts are exposed to 
small amounts of radiation," he 
explained. ' We want to determine 
what effect the combination of 
weightlessness and radiation have 
on the organisms," he said. 
(Continued on page 5) 
OHIO--Considerable cloudiness 
little change in temperatures to- 
night with light showers or snow 
flurries likely north and west by 
morning. Cloudy and colder to- 
morrow with snow flurries east. 
Clearing and colder Tuesday night. 
Fair and warmer Thursday. Low 
tonight 33-38. High Tuesday 36- 
42 north to 40-48 south. 
Sigma Chi 
Winner In 
IFC Sing 
Sigma Chi social fraternity was 
winner of the second annual Inter- 
fraternity Council Sing heldSunday 
night in the Grand Ballroom. 
The IFC Sing was the final 
event in three days of Greek Week- 
end Activities. Eight of the Univ- 
ersity's 18 social fraternities 
participated. 
"Sweetheart of Sigma Chi" and 
"The l.ddystone Light" were the 
two selections presented by the 
winners. 
Kenneth D. Gilman, Sigma Chi 
director, was awarded tlie plaque 
for best director. 
Sigma Phi I-.psilon, last year's 
IFC Sing winner, placed second 
in this year's competition. Thomas 
Webb directed the fraternity in 
"The Last Words of David" and 
"Sweetheart Song". 
Tau Kappa Epsilon, directed by 
James Myers, placed third. Their 
selections were "Old Sweetheart 
Song" and "Battle Hymn of the 
Republic." 
Other fraternities participating 
in the Sing were: 
Alpha Tau Omega, directed by 
Richard Burkhart; Theta Chi, dir- 
ected by Clyde Kunkle; Pi Kappa 
Alpha, directed by Robert Wil- 
liams^ and Phi Delta Theta, dir- 
ected by Thomas Liber. 
Each group sang one fraternity 
song and one non-fraternity song. 
Judges for the contest were 
Miss Roberta J. Whitney, instruc- 
tor in music, and Paul Paster, 
music critic and composer from 
Bowling Green. 
James L. Eden, Sigma Nu, was 
chairman of the Sing. Everett R. 
DeVaul was emcee. 
Date Is Changed 
For Winter Dance 
The date of "Frost Fan- 
tasia," the winter formal, has 
been changed from Dec. 4 to 
Friday, Dec. 3. 
Either boy-ask-girl or girl- 
ask- boy is accepted invitation 
procedure. 
Tickets for the dance will 
go on sale next Monday in 
the lobby of the Union. Price 
is $2 a couple. 
The dance is sponsored by 
the Association of Women 
Students and the Union Ac- 
tivities Organization. 
be housed in each group, with four 
groups per floor. The two floors 
would then use the common living 
room. 
The hiring of a professional de- 
velopment consultant to determine 
the amount of funds the University 
could expect to receive through a 
fund-raising campaign was ap- 
proved. The funds would be used 
for the new library and other needs. 
The board also placed limits on 
the number of scholarships, 
grants-in-aid and graduate assist- 
antships  the University will grant. 
A temporary policy also was 
adopted regarding faculty rights 
and responsibilities in television 
instruction, until it can be re- 
viewed by legal authorities. 
The construction of Interstate 
75 also was discussed. Whencom- 
MRS. DUANE STRANAHAN 
SUMNER CANARY 
Court Upholds 
Local Ruling 
The Sixth District Court of 
Appeals has refused ro upset the 
conviction of a Detroit man who 
is charged with distributing and 
selling "left-wing" literature on 
the University campus in Septem- 
ber of 1964. 
The court ruled that Paul Lodi- 
co, 24, had failed to file the appro- 
priate papers with the court which 
would have showed the alleged 
errors on which his appeal was 
to be based. 
The decision means that the case 
will have to be returned to the 
court of Bowling Green Mayor F. 
Gus Skibbie for execution of the 
sentence. 
Mr. Lodico and his accomplice, 
Thadd Beebe, 20,ofNewYorkClty, 
were arrested here for distributing 
and trying to sell what Bowling 
Green police described as ' pro- 
Castro literature and other socia- 
list pamphlets and newspapers." 
Lodico was found guilty in the 
Bowling Green court by Mayor 
Skibbie and was fined $25. Beebe, 
however, was acquitted when it 
was shown that he was selling 
newspapers which are exempt 
under the city ordinance. 
pleted, 40 acres of the campus will 
be on the east side of the highway. 
Because of this, the State High- 
way Department has offered to con- 
nect some utilities and provide an 
overpass on Stadium Drive. The 
department should pay theUniver- 
slty damages along with the price 
of the land being taken, according 
to Dr. Jerome. 
Jerome 
Explains 
Hike 
By FRED F. F-NDKIS 
Editor 
Why is an increase in student 
fees necessary? 
President William T. Jerome 
has the answers, the most im- 
portant one of which lie empha- 
sized to the Board of Trustees 
Friday: "I cannot afford a loss 
of quality education here." 
Dr. Jerome's request for a hike 
in student fees next fall mentioned 
no specific amount, but he indi- 
cated he would like to see "a 
sufficient- increase." 
A committee of four trustees 
(Mrs. Anita Ward, Robert Dorf- 
meyer, Dudley White and Mrs. 
Virginia Stranahan ) was ap- 
pointed and will meet with Dr. 
Jerome when more specific in- 
formation is available on the fee 
boost. 
Newly-elected president of the 
board, Sumner Canary, Cleve- 
land, agreed with Dr. Jerome's 
request for more money. 
"We must keep the academic 
standard up, " Mr.Canary said. 
"I think we almost, of necessity, 
must have some increase in fees.' 
The question is, how much?" 
Dr. Jerome outlined five reasons 
for an   increase   in student fees: 
1. Larger class enrollments 
require more equipment an>l sup- 
plies, as well as added numbers 
of highly-qualified faculty mem- 
bers. 
2. The rapid expansion of know- 
ledge in all fields calls for in- 
creased and more sophisticated 
equipment,    books   and   supplies. 
3. Salaries for members of 
university faculties have increased 
at the average rate nationally of 
six per cent per year. 
If the University is to remain 
competitive in the market and thus 
insure a high quality educational 
program, an increment for sal- 
aries nust be budgeted for next 
year. Dr. Jerome pointed out in 
his pre-meeting "Outlook and Re- 
port." 
4. By legislative action, the 
wage level for non-teaching per- 
sonnel , who are under classified 
service, will be advanced 13 per 
cent over the period from Sep- 
tember 1965 to July 1966. 
5. The operation and main- 
tenance of an added 400,000square 
feet of instructional facilities, in- 
cluding the new library and life 
science building, will require the 
addition of both professional and 
non-professional staff members. 
In addition. Dr. Jerome said 
the cost of educating each student 
in 1961 (the year of the last stu- 
dent fees increase) has gone up 
from $841 to $1,030, a jump of 
22 per cent. 
At the same time, state as- 
sistance has increased only two 
per cent per student over the same 
period,  from $518 to about $530. 
The only alternatives to raising 
the needed monies. Dr. Jerome 
said, are through fund raising and 
through federal assistance. 
He pointed out, however, that 
fund raising is a"long-range ,pro- 
position," and that federal as- 
sitance usually comes only for 
very specialized levels of ed- 
ucation. 
page 2 
News Editorial Page 
A Bitter Pill? 
An increase in student fees is a hard pill to swallow for most 
students and their parents, who, even now, find the financing of 
a college education a strain on the family budget. "This is a state 
university," they say. "The cost should be low so that mare people 
can attend, and so that it isn't too much of a financial burden on us." 
And , these persons are absolutely right. The cost should be kept 
as low as possible to insure more persons the chance of obtaining 
a college education. Now, here goes President Jerome talking 
about a boost in student fees--and, of all things, the Board of Trust- 
ees has apparently backed him, by appointing a committee to study 
the specific amount of the increase. 
The News says goodl 
Let's face it, an increase in student fees is necessary if the qual- 
ity of education at the University is to remain on the level it is 
today, and if it is to improve in the future. We believe President 
Jerome has every right to ask for a boost in fees. The University 
has avoided one since 1961, and the time has come when it is econ- 
omically necessary. Since 1961, the cost of educating one student 
at the University has risen from $841 per year to $1,030 for the 
current academic year. This is a jump of 22 per cent. 
On the other hand, state financial assistance per student for 
this same period has limped up from $51S to an anemic $529. This 
is a "jump" of two per cent. 
The state is falling down on the job. It appears to be allowing 
its state universities to provide for themselves. Dr. Jerome point- 
ed out to the Fioard of Trustees Friday threemethods of raising 
monies: 1. fund raising. "This, however, is a long-range propo- 
sition," Dr. Jerome said; 2. an increase in student fees and 3. 
federal assistance. The President pointed out, however , that fed- 
eral monies usually are granted only for very specialized levels 
of education. 
The increase in student fees is necessary. As the University 
advances further into the fields of research and post-graduate 
work, more and better-qualified educators and more modern equip- 
ment are going to be needed. 
Yes, a hike in student fees is a hard pill to swallow. Hut,swallow 
it we must, if we possess the same intense desire to see the Uni- 
versity expand and excell as do Ur. Jerome and the Board of Trus- 
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tees. 
Who, Us? 
Reprinted from the Ohio 
University Post 
Our very favorite daily, ' the 
Columbus Dispatch," cameupyes- 
terday with some pinpointed com- 
mentary about this past weekend's 
incidents. 
In self-defense (if in nothing 
else), we must reply with some 
pinpointed commentary of our own. 
"The Beatle Song 'I'm a Loser' 
might have been the theme," the 
Dispatch began. 
"Here it was football weekend 
and Ohio University's Bobcats 
were going down to their ninth 
loss in nine games." 
In the next two paragraphs, the 
Dispatch hinted that perhaps the 
rioting and the losses on the 
gridiron were interrelated. 
Only at the end of the story, 
in the final paragraph, which ed- 
itors delete when in need of space, 
did the Dispatch allow that "a 
few of those charged with dis- 
orderly conduct were from Bowling 
Green." 
Now we are not trying to wash 
hands of this weekend's incidents. 
There were, sad to say, many 
Ohio University students involved 
and "active." The weekend was, 
simply,   a   blot   on   our  record. 
But we must also remember 
this was the second straight year 
that a disturbance had broken out 
while BowlingGreen was down here 
"visiting." 
And we mast also remember that 
no other game, with no other MAC 
school, caused any type oi distur- 
bance-though we did lose all those 
other games with all the other 
schools. 
We must also keep in mind that 
quite a few of those involved were 
from out of town, and that Bowling 
Green fraternities spending week- 
ends here played a strong part in 
stirring things up a little. 
It must, finally, be said to the 
credit of Ohio University students 
that in no town to which Ohio Uni- 
versity students migrated did riots 
ensue while we were there. 
To repeat, we are not washing 
hands of the incidents of this week- 
end. 
But to repeat, our hands were not 
the only hands sullied. 
From Our Readers 
One Obligation 
To the editor. 
1 would not question the neces- 
sity of U.S. involvement in Viet 
Nam, but rather the reasons for 
that Involvement, if I dare be 
idealistic. 
Americans assume that the 
world's people can be lead to a 
"better" life within the framework 
of our own twentieth-century re- 
publicanism. This reflects ar- 
rogance and ignorance. 
American republicanism is 
a product of affluence. The Viet- 
namese cannot at present afford 
our society of affluence, because 
their basic needs have not been 
fulfilled. 
Yet, they stand helpless to ac- 
cept or reject the kind of society 
we are displaying to them and the 
kind which will probably be forced 
upon them should they come into 
our Influence. 
As I see it, the U.S. has only 
one obligation in Viet Nam, and 
that is to the Vietnamese. Our 
country must allow the Vietnamese 
to develop a society suited to their 
needs and tastes and to persuade, 
using force only as a last resort, 
other   nations   to   do   the  same. 
We cannot logically or other- 
wise kill the Viet Cong for be- 
lieving what they do; we cannot 
kill them for endangering the U.S. 
or Its ideals, for they are only 
pursuing their own ideals. How- 
ever, when they try to force these 
ideals upon other people, we may 
logically Intervene. Likewise we 
may expose the Vietnamese to our 
culture, but it is tragic when we 
impose it upon them. 
T.  D. Evans 
118 Kohl Hall 
ByGEORGl  BRAATZ 
Columnist 
The recent power shortage that 
crippled the Northeastern section 
of the United States was explained 
as "something that could never 
happen in a country as advanced 
as ours--but did." 
Bowling Green is supplied with 
electrical power from a municipal 
power plant, and the general opin- 
ion is the same--that nothing so 
devastating could happen in this 
fair city. 
But it is amusing to think of 
what could happen at the Univer- 
sity if the power did fail. 
Imagine these happenings as re- 
ported by a newspaper on the day 
after the severe power shortage 
at BG: 
The power shortage occurred at 
15 minutes before 1 ajn^ stop- 
ping all electric clocks. Men 
saying goodnight to women out- 
side McDonald West were quoted 
as saying, "What a breakl I hope 
the head resident doesn't have 
a wrist watch. This might last all 
night." 
Men leaving Founders were is- 
sued candles by University Police 
so they could find their way back 
to their dorms and fraternity 
houses. 
An Ohio State Highway patrol- 
man driving down Wooster Street 
spotted the groups of boys walk- 
ing across campus with candles 
and questioned several about an 
alleged Ku Klux Klan convocation 
he   thought was  about  to   occur. 
An attempted panty raidbysom? 
men from Kohl Hall was stopped 
when one of the leaders stumbled 
over the anchor at the Delta Gamma 
House, caught his clothing on the 
anchor, and couldn't be released 
for 15 minutes because there wasn't 
enough light. 
A fire drill at the Kappa Sigma 
Was Suspected! 
House   was   cancelled   when   the heard to say, "I've been summoned 
fraternity's fire marshall couldn't t0  tne dean's office many timss, 
find   his white fire hat and with- **"  this   is the first time I ever 
out   it didn't  believe   the   others was in President's office, and un- 
would   recognize   his   leadership announced even." 
and   there would be general con- Because alarm clocks were not 
fusion. working,      few     professors     or 
The University Book Store was students attended classes the next 
broken into and  it was reported day.   It   was  lucky,   though,   that 
members of the political science they overslept, because cold cereal 
department   confiscated   all con- with warm milk would have been 
servative literature, and theecon- the only breakfast they could have 
omics department representatives had. 
looted the left-wing publications. Besides a planned protest march 
The flashing light on top of Power on the      municipal   power plant, 
Tower was off and a small plane everything  seems   to  be  back to 
attempting to land at theUniversity normal   after      13   hours without 
airport crashed into the lOthfloor, electric power, 
in President Jerome's office. Strangely,   however,   no  cause 
As the student aviator was be- can be determined for the power 
ing hurried to the hospital, he was outage. 
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Americans Can Not Forget Past 
titr,,-. ..u i_      .  ^,_1_     n .—.    ....... _. _ ._      . To the editor: 
George Santayana has warned 
us that "those who do not re- 
member the past are condemned 
to relive it." The B-G News 
editorial of Nov. 10, reminds us 
how conveniently some Americans 
can forget the past. 
But more importantly its de- 
mands that all who believe in 
American freedoms stand and be 
counted in defense of these free- 
doms in those crises which most 
try our souls. The Viet Nam 
situation is one of these crises. 
Indeed, what should loyal Amer- 
icans do in this crisis? 
Evidently the Editors believe 
that the American style of free 
debate on issues of public con- 
cern should be forbidden oremas- 
ulated unless this debate follows 
a standardized content, any dev- 
iation from which would be man- 
ifestations of close-mindedness, 
constant complainers,do-gooders, 
image-destroying, anti-Amer- 
icanism, all of which would "bor- 
der on treason." 
I wonder whether the Editors 
or others will accuse me of any 
of these dimensions if 1 msrely 
quote a portion of their editorial 
and juxtapose their view with a 
moral (and legal?) position taken 
by the Allies during the Nurnberg 
trials of "war criminals" in 1945- 
46? 
Among ether things, I think, 
the Editors will find a clear con- 
tradiction between their own ad- 
vocacy of the present "respons- 
ibility of every American citizen" 
in the present Viet Nam crisis 
and the final Judgement of the 
Trubunal   on September 30, 1946. 
The Editors affirmed: "Whether 
these individuals agree with what 
we are doing is unimportant. In 
the time of war, declared or un- 
declared, it should be the respons- 
ibility of every American citizen 
to stand and defend his country. 
Continu >us attacks upon one's own 
country and its policies in America 
are nearing the border of treason, 
in our opinion. We certainly hope 
some of these complainers, and 
do-gooders will realize what they 
are doing and the image they are 
creating of themselves by their 
anti-American actions." 
The Nurberg trials were held 
under powers affirmed by a Char- 
ter of The International Military 
Tribunal. Article 6 of this Char- 
ter affirmed that there were cer- 
tain crimes against humanity: "... 
murder, extermination,     en- 
slavement, deportation and other 
inhumane acts committed against 
any civilian population, before or 
during the war, or persecutions 
on political, racial or religious 
grounds in execution of or in con- 
nection with any prime within the 
jurisdiction of the Trubunal, 
whether or not in violation of the 
domestic law of the country where 
perpetrated. 
Leaders, organizers, insti- 
gators and accomplices partici- 
pating in the formulation or ex- 
ecution of a common plan or con- 
spiracy to commit any of the fore- 
going crimes are responsible for 
all acts performed by any person 
in execution of such plan." 
William W. Bishop, Jr„ states 
(International Law, second edition, 
1962,   pp.   853-854) "...the 
very essence of the Charter is 
that individuals have international 
duties which transcend the national 
obligations of obedience imposed 
by the individual State. 
He who violates the laws of 
war cannot obtain immunity while 
acting in pursuance of the authority 
of the State if the State in author- 
izing action moves outside its com- 
petence   under  international law. 
It was also submitted on be- 
half of most of the defendants that 
in doing what they did they were 
acting under the orders of Hitler, 
and therefore cannot be held re- 
sponsible for the acts committed 
by them in carrying out these or- 
ders. 
The  Charter   specifically pro- 
vides in Article 8: 'The fact that 
the defendant acted pursuant to or- 
der of his government or of a 
superior shall not free him from 
responsibility, but may be con- 
sidered in mitigation of punish- 
ment.' 
"The provisons of this Article 
are in conformity with the law 
of all nations. That a soldier 
was ordered to kill or torture 
in violation of the international 
law of war has never been rec- 
ognized as a defense to such acts 
of brutality, though, astheCharter 
here provides, the order may be 
urged in mitigation of the punish- 
ment, 
ment." 
"The true test, which is found 
in varying degrees in the criminal 
law of most nations, is not the ex- 
istence of the order, but whether 
moral choice was infact possible." 
Dear Editors, are you perchance 
advocating the son of thing many 
of the German "war criminals" 
affirmed in their defense? If you 
are not, then what precisely did 
you advocate in the Nov. 10 ed- 
itorial? 
If you are advocating that Amer- 
icans now have no choice but to 
follow in lock step The Viet Nam 
Policy as laid down without de- 
bate, then please remember 
"history's lesson" in the Nurn- 
berg case: The Allies (including 
the Americans) hanged a good 
many of the "war criminals" for 
following in lock step; presumably 
those "criminals" had a moral 
choice and deserved to be put 
to death for the specific choice 
they made. So the Tribunal judged, 
but  draw  your  own  conclusions. 
Please forgive me if I agree 
with the seventh paragraph of your 
editorial. It is American. We 
are indeed still living in a land 
of freedom. But I am forced to 
conclude that the editorial state- 
ment generally manifested an in- 
credibly deep erosion of free- 
doms in this land of freedom 
in the midst of those crises which 
has most tried our souls. 
Finally, dear Editors, is it pos- 
sible that there is still a moral 
choice possible in Viet Nam? 
Sherman M. Stanage. 
Associate Professor 
of Philosophy 
Defines Students 
To the Editor: 
The issue raised by Gerry 
Traught in last Friday's News 
is especially timely in this era 
at Bowling Green State University 
of transition and flux. 
Put bluntly, Mr. Traught's issue 
raises the question, "What is a 
student?" and he takes to task 
those who, on the one hand, con- 
sider them to be "ignoramuses," 
and those who-supposedly like my- 
self-regard them as children. I 
want to defend and further define 
my position on this issue. 
A student at the University is 
not an adult...unless it is main- 
tained that the campus is popu- 
lated only by adults, in which event 
the word loses all significance. 
To refer to him as a student 
in effect separates him from an- 
other group which is then pre- 
sumed to lack those qualities 
characteristic of students. 
As   your  correspondent  wisely 
pointed out, the distinction is in- 
valid. I suggest that the only de- 
cent distinction that CAN be made 
between those on campus who are 
paid to be here and those who pay, 
is one of age. And that is why 
in my earlier letter I may have 
seemed to refer to our 'students' 
as "youngsters." 
The way in which those of« us 
who are paid to be here perceive 
the payees is governed-I might 
say conditioned-by the educational 
philosophy we espouse. (I must 
add here that the philosophy we 
espouse and the one we practice 
have been known to conflictl) 
Consider the perennial issue: 
Must responsibility precede free- 
dom, or freedon responsibility? 
To hold the former view is to 
perceive 'students' as children, 
in the sense that they are imma- 
ture, incompetent, and ignor- 
amuses; to embrace the latter 
is to view them as young per- 
sons who, through personal free- 
dom, must discover the necessity 
of responsibility, personal and so- 
cial. 
For to be responsible, let it 
be recalled, is to be able to 
respond-to want to respond. When 
there is no response there 
is apathy. 
I would be the first to admit 
that I perceive those persons in 
my classes as youngsters; I deny, 
however, that I regard them as 
children in any derogatory sense. 
A university education has rele- 
vance for both the present and the 
future. What happens to persons 
today most assuredly effects them 
tomorrow. 
Of course, they are youngsters, 
in relation to their tomorrows, 
and the many tomorrows to come. 
They are youngsters who, in the 
very special environment that a 
university can provide, are able 
to try out their wings of freedom 
In a world in dire need of free 
persons. 
To be free to do, one must 
be free from, and as young people 
spending four impressionable and 
irreplaceable years on this 
campus, their main task is to 
render themselves free from ig- 
norance, prejudice, and super- 
stition. 
In fact, this is the task of the 
entire university community-and 
you don't accomplish that task 
by labelling anyone at an y time 
ignoramus, or child. 
Of course our 'payees' are 
youngsters: young persons. From 
my point of view, the modifier 
"young" is the redeeming fea- 
ture, literally the saving grace, 
of the entire, formal educational 
process. There in lies the 
only hope. 
Trevor J. Phillips 
Instructor, 
Department of Education 
:•:• Gerry Traught, a junior    :•:; 
B in the College of Education, 
•:•: was the writer of the letter 
:•;; to the editor regarding pro- 
5 fessors     opening     them- 
•:•: selves up to criticism that 
■:•: appeared in Friday's edi- 
•:•: tion   of   the   News.    The 
•:•: name    was    omitted acci- 
•:•: dentally      in the printing 
•:•: process. 
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Kennedy Assassination 
Tragic Weekend 
Haunts Nation 
By LARRY DONALD 
Issue Editor 
Millions of people cried that 
day--the wealthiest, mightiest na- 
tion in the world was motionless 
in incredulous horror. And the 
rest of the world stood stunned, 
waiting and uncertain. 
The date was Nov. 22,1963, a 
date which no American will ever 
forget or truly understand. 
The sun was bright as John 
Fitzgerald Kennedy, thirty-fifth 
President of the United States ar- 
rived at the Dallas airport that 
morning. 
He was there to deliver a speech 
primarily because he was worried 
about the state in the upcoming 
election. He knew that to lose 
the Texas vote would endanger 
his chances of being re-elected 
in 1964. 
If there was any malice in the 
heart of Dallas it wasn't readily 
visible. The crowds were large 
and exuberant to the President 
and his radiant, smiling wife, Jac- 
queline. 
It was nearing 12:30 p.m. when 
the President's motorcade was 
moving toward the Trade Mart 
where he was to speak. Mrs.John 
Connally,   who along  with Texas 
Governor Connally was riding 
with the Kennedys, turned and 
said, "No one can say Dallas 
doesn't love and respect you, Mr. 
President." 
Moments later the President 
was dying in the arms of his 
wife. 
Three shots fired from the 
window of a nearby building struck 
the President and Governor Con- 
nally. At 1:33 p.m. newsmen 
heard the somber voice of aide 
Malcolm Kilduff pronouce the 
President officially dead. 
Sounds Fishy 
CLFVELAND (AP)--Police say 
a 13-year-old Cleveland boy bur- 
glarized 27 homes and apartments 
by means of a novel "fishing 
technique." 
He removed screens and raised 
or broke windows and used an 
8-foot fishing pole, line and reel 
to lift purses, clothing and other 
articles. 
Almost instantaneously emo- 
tion-choked television and radio 
broadcasters carried news of the 
assassination to an unbelieving 
nation. 
For the first time, our genera- 
tion saw the world seemingly at 
a standstill.   That which seemsd 
important minutes before now be- 
came trivial. The President of 
the United States had been shot 
and killed, and for the first time 
in our lifetime there was a stark 
tragedy in the United States. 
The Presidential jet landed at 
Andrews - Air Base that night 
with the President's body and a 
new president, given the task of 
taking control of a lugubrious 
country. 
"I will do my best. That's all 
I can do. I ask your help and 
God's." 
These were the words Lyndon 
B. Johnson gave to the nation as 
he took over the world's most 
difficult job. 
Back in Dallas, police had 
arrested a scraggly man who once 
renounced his American citizen- 
ship for life in Russia. He was 
arrested in a bitter brawl inside 
a theater and charged with the 
murders of President Kennedy and 
a policeman, J.D. Tippitt. 
Lee Harvey Oswald was a 
strange character and people were 
anxious to watch the developements 
of the case against him. 
It never got further thanSunday. 
He was killed by a Dallas nightclub 
owner, Jack Ruby, while being 
transferred to another jail. 
On Monday the United States 
and the world paid its final tri- 
bute to John F. Kennedy. At 
3:34 p.m. his coffin was lowered 
into its grave at Arlington's Na- 
tional Cemetery. 
Outside Dallas the coffin of J.D. 
Tippitt, the officer who died while 
trying to apprehend Oswald, also 
went into the ground amid the 
weeping of many friends, relatives 
and mourners. 
In Fort Worththere was another 
burial. The clouds hung low as 
grave diggers and a bull dozer 
filled the grave of Lee Harvey 
Oswald while a handful of persons 
looked on. 
Three men, vastly different in 
all respects, ironically lie dead 
after that tragic weekend two years 
ago. 
Attention SENIOR & GRADUATE MEN Students-U.S. Citizens 
NEEDING NOMINAL HN*NCIAl HUP TO COMPLETE THEIR EDUCATION THIS 
ACADEMIC TEAR — AND THEN COMMENCE WORK — COSIGNERS REQUIRED. 
SEND TRANSCRIPT AND FULL DETAILS  OP YOUR PLANS AND REQUIREMENTS TO 
STEVENS   BROS    FOUNDATION,  INC. 
610-612 ENDICOTT SLOG.. ST. PAUL 1, MINN. A NON-PROFIT CORP. 
UNDERGRADS,  CLIP AND SAVE_»«,__ 
NOTICE 
THE COLONIAL BARBERSHOPS ARE NOT 
AFFILIATED WITH THE BARBERS' LOCAL 
#640 WHO RECENTLY POSTED AN ARTICLE 
CONCERNING HAIRCUTTING IN THE DORMS. 
HOWEVER, IF YOU ARE NOT SATISFIED 
WITH YOUR PRESENT BARBER TAKE 
ADVANTAGE OF THIS 
MONEY SAVING COUPON. 
^^^SWALUABLE   COUPONMfeg&M 
Save 25c  On  Your  Next Haircut! 
THIS COUPON GOOD AT BOTH 
tUDQlSQ USBS IB 
IK E. COURT ST. 
Across from First 
Krdrr.il Savings Assn. 
Open 8 AM. 
Open Every 
Wednesday 
PX»xrx*www*w*iF*»*f*** * m*^ » » n m0^0*j*0*0^t 
!«* K. WOOSTKR ;.x. 
Across from llm 's!in .1... * 'J\ < 
hack of deities HM. 7 J/ j 
open I A.M. -1 P.H   yr~* 
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Give Thanks—Etc. 
JOHN F. KENNEDY was a 
visitor to the BGSU campus 
in September of 1959. At that 
time, Kennedy was a senator 
from Massachusetts, trying to 
gain support for the coming 
presidential nomination. The 
main auditorium was filled 
with students who gave him a 
standing ovation after his 
speech. 
Notre Dame Sets 
Flyalong Record 
A recent survey of the bigger 
midwestern universities has shown 
that the days of the jam-packed 
phone booth and the lingerie on the 
fraternity clothesline are being 
replaced by the era of the "fly- 
along." 
The object of the flyalong: as 
many students as possible pack up 
Friday night, fly to a selected 
destination and take in as many 
events in one weekend as possible. 
For instance, 1,300 Notre Dame 
students spent a rollicking weekend 
in New York recently and are now 
flyalong record-holders. 
They watched their team defeat 
Army 17-0 in Shea Stadium then 
toured the World's Fair nearby 
where a wildly cheering throng of 
New Yorkers joined in a huge 
None Dame pep rally. 
A flyalong doesn't dent the poc- 
ketbook much, thanks to mass 
booking and student-faculty rates. 
The Notre Dame trip was 
arranged and chaperoned by travel 
engineers from the Studentaire 
Travel, Inc., according to Richard 
D. Small, president of the company. 
Students avoided the long wait- 
ing lines at crowded terminals by 
buses that took them directly to 
and from theii planes at South 
Bend and Newark airports--48 bus 
transfers in all. 
By MARILYN DRAPER 
Feature Editor 
Thursday marks a day of 
national thanksgiving. The Pres- 
ident said so, as he does on the 
fourth Thursday of every No- 
vember. 
Most University students will 
be spending the remainder of this 
week at home, supposedly for the 
purpose of giving thanks. 
But many, Thanksgiving recess 
is just a chance to catch up on 
all the studies that have been 
neglected for one reason or another 
during the first half of the se- 
mester. 
This vacation comes at a con- 
Ratings Show 
CBS On Top 
NEW YORK (AP)-- CBS and 
NBC revealed yesterday that the 
Columbia Broadcasting System's 
Television network nudged theNa- 
tional Broadcasting Corp. out of 
first place in the most recent 
national Nielsen  Ratings   report. 
According to figures of the re- 
search departments of CBS and 
NBC, CBS received a 19.3 average 
rating for its shows, with NBC 
rolling up an 18.1. The Amer- 
ican Broadcasting Comoany's tel- 
evision shows average 17.5. 
The report estimating the size 
of audiences cover the two week 
period ending Nov. 7. Each point 
in the average represents slightly 
more than one million views. 
Two weeks ago, the scores were: 
NBC, 19.2; CBS, 19.0 and ABC 
16.8. 
The top ten shows--which do 
not include any new series-- are, 
in order of popularity,NBC's Bon- 
anza; CBS' Andy Griffith Show, 
Gomer Plye, Lucy Show; ABC's 
Farmer's Daughter (one week 
only); CBS' Red Skelton Show and 
Dick Van Dyke Show; NBC's Walt 
Disney Show and CBS's Beverly 
Hillbillies, tied and ABC's Be- 
witched. 
"The      Farmer's     Daughter", 
jumped into the top 10 with a time 
switch  and   an episode   in  which 
the     principal    characters were 
married. 
venient time, don't you think? It 
gives us a chance to make peace 
with our parents over the out- 
come of our mid-semester esti- 
mates at just the right time--be- 
fore they've had a chance to go 
to the dean and after we've had 
a chance to think of a few ex- 
cuses. 
For instance: "But Mom, he 
based that grade on one pop quiz 
and it was the only time I'd ever 
forgotten to read theassignmsnt," 
or "Well Dad, I know you won't 
believe this, but the prof decided 
to give blanket F's in the course 
for mid-terms." (No, he won't 
believe it.) 
And then the correct procedure 
is never to be seen by either 
parent without a book in hand— 
tangible evidence of ycur re- 
newed determination1 to study dil- 
igently and bring up those grades. 
For those who don't spend the 
entire vacation in this manner, 
there are other things to do during 
these five precious days. 
Visiting old friends who are also 
returning from college for Thanks- 
giving is a great way to pass a 
few hours. You could have an 
interesting time debating the topic 
of whose college is really offering 
the best possible education for one 
thing. 
And, if you get bored with that, 
you can always drag out your 
old high school yearbook and figure 
out what percentage of your grad- 
uating class is married thus far. 
The displays in Bowling Green 
store windows remind us of one 
more way to pass the time during 
vacation--Christmas shopping. 
Though we may denounce store 
managers for allowing Christmas 
displays to go up before Thanks- 
giving, this is just about the only 
time a college student has to buy 
Christmas gifts unless he wants 
to wait until the last minute. 
And then, of course, there's 
all that laundry to do-- tons and 
tons of it. There's nothing greater 
than being able to wash and dry 
your clothes without running from 
door to door in search of dimes 
and quarters--except having a 
mother nearby to iron everything 
for you. 
Thanksgiving      vacation,      for 
others,   will  be   a  period  of re- 
laxation--complete     relaxation-- 
after     eight    weeks of gruelling i 
study. And, in this case, the rest j 
is well-deserved. 
Robert's Chef 97 
Complete Dinner Menu 
97c 
Ten Selections To Choose From 
EVERYDAY 
TRY OUR SIRLOIN STEAK  $1.39 
Eat Here Often—It's Fun and Not Expensive 
lust Off South Main Street—On Washington 
Across From Glen's Car Wash 
Look For Flashing Arrow 
Coming Soon 
First Annual Concert 
in 
JAZZ 
Featuring Candy Johnston 
Sponsored by Kappa Kappa Psy 
Band Fraternity 
..i *- 
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TWO OF 10 Kohl Hall residents are shown at work Saturday 
morning energetically performing a good neighbor project for 
87 year old Mrs. Clayton C. Kohl, wife of the man Kohl Hall is 
named after (News photo). 
World News Roundup 
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) -- Sev- 
enth ranked UCLA was officially 
named yesterday by the Pacific 
Athletic Conference to be the host 
team against Michigan State in the 
DR. OSTER 
Genecist 
(Continued from page 1) 
By controlling the amount of 
'radiation exposure on various 
jfruit fly specimens during the 
jthree-day flight, Dr. Oster's ex- 
periment may shed valuable light 
on future space travel. 
He also said the fruit flies would 
I be mated to determine any heredi- 
tary affects of the radiation and 
weightlessness. 
Dr. Oster's   research also in- 
| eludes the study of chemical com- 
pounds  that might cause  cancer 
I or hereditary defects. 
i    A native of New York City, Dr. 
Oster   received   his   B.S.   degree 
from  Long Island University and 
the PhX). from Indiana University. 
Dr. Oster is' a fellow in the 
American Association for the Ad- 
vancement of Science and holds 
memberships in the American So- 
ciety of Naturalists, the Genetics 
Society of America, the Nether- 
lands Genetics Society, Sigmr Xi, 
the New York Academy of Science 
and the Royal Society of Medicine 
(England). 
He has wrinen extensively in 
his field and is author or co-author 
of nearly 70 articles published in 
scientific or trade journals. 
Dr. Oster is married and the fa- 
ther of three children. 
KEY QUEEN 
CANDIDATES 
Come to Howard's for 
that   winning   portrait. 
Portraits by 
HOWARD 
Photographer 
432ft E. Wooster 
Rose Bowl football game New 
Year's Day at Pasadena, Calif. 
UCLA virtually clinched tha bid 
last Saturday by defeating sixth- 
ranked Southern California 20 
to 16. Voting by conference mem- 
bers yesterday was merely a form- 
ality. 
SAIGON (AP) --A large Viet 
Cong guerrilla force has pulled 
back after failing to overrun a 
South Vietnamese ranger head- 
quarters on South Viet Nam's cen- 
tral coast. 
U.S. and South Vietnamese offic- 
ials said they counted 200 com- 
munist bodies around the fort at 
Thach Tru, 320 miles northeast 
of Saigon. They said the enemy 
toll may reach 400. 
The estimated 1,500 guerrillas 
were blasted by land, sea and 
air by South Vietnamese troops, 
backed up by U.S. ships offshore 
and aerial strikes. 
About 1,000 other Viet Cong 
also failed in an attack on a 
government command post 40 
miles northwest of here. South 
Vietnamese officials said that 100 
guerrillas were killed. 
WASHINGTON(AP)-- At Arling- 
ton National Cemetery, yesterday, 
taps sounded from behind a hill as 
a presidential wreath was placed 
at the grave of the late President 
Kennedy, marking the second 
anniversary of his assassination. 
Attorney General Katzenbach 
brought the wreath as a tribute 
from President Johnson, but there 
was no formal ceremony. 
JOHNSON CITY, Texas(AP)-- 
The Texas White House announced 
yesterday that our NATO allies 
do have nuclear warheads, but that 
they cannot be used without spec- 
ific authority from the President 
of the United States. 
Symposium, 
Sing Discussed 
By Panhel 
A Delta Gamma symposium on 
"tha student's future life as a 
working adult" and Christmas 
carolling were discussed at yes- 
terday's Panhellenic Council 
meeting. 
The Delta Gamma symposium 
will be made up of professors dis- 
cussing future job possibilities in 
their particular fields for students, 
said Susan Horth, Delta Gamma 
representative. Miss Horth said 
that an English professor, for ex- 
ample, will speak on jobs avail- 
able for English majors. 
Each sorority will work with 
a professor in forming questions 
and planning the symposium, Miss 
Horth said. 
The symposium, an all-campus 
event, will be Tuesday night, Jan. 
11, on the third floor of the Union. 
Several rooms will be used, she 
said. 
The event will be "of worth 
to  everyone,"   Miss   Horth  said. 
Panhel Christmas carolling will 
be Dec. 8, announced Kate Balsley, 
corresponding secretary. She 
asked that each sorority house 
send her the name of its repre- 
sentative to the carolling com- 
mittee and that each women's dor- 
mitory send her the name of its 
song leader by Tuesday, Nov. 30. 
She also asked that each house 
send the name of its song leader 
to Mary Kesson at the Gamma Phi 
Beta house. 
Plans are being made for a 
coffee hour for sorority presi- 
dents and Panhel executive board 
members to which Pres. William 
T.   Jerome  will  be 
page 
Registration Schedule! 
Academic advising for the second semester for seniors and 
graduate students will begin today. Advising for juniors, sophomores 
and freshmen will begin Thursday, Dec. 2, and continue until Friday, 
Jan. 14. 
Completed registration envelopes will be accepted at the Office 
of the Registrar in accordance with the schedule below. Pre- 
registration dates for underclass elementary education students 
are as follows: Juniors, next Monday; Sophomores, Dec. 6; and 
Freshman, Dec. 13. 
Graduate students, seniors and juniors are urged to submit schedule 
envelopes prior to the Christmas recess in order to guarantee the 
availability of courses for which they wish to register. 
Students will be expected to show evidence of having paid the 
administrative service charge for the second semester when they 
submit their scliedule envelopes. 
Those who are unable to submit an approved lis* of courses at 
the time indicated by the schedule may report at a time later than 
is assigned. 
The complete schedule is as follows: 
DATE 
Nov. 29 
Nov.30 
Dec. 1 
Dec. 2 
Dec. 3 
Dec. 6 
Dec. 7 
Dec. 8 
Dec. 9 
Dec. 10 
8-10 a.m.     10 - 12Noon       1-3 p.m.    3-5 p.m. 
Rising Seniors Whose Last Name Begins With 
Ko- L 
F - Ge 
Be -Bq 
N   - O 
Si - Ss 
J-Kn 
De - E 
A-Bd 
P-Q 
St-T 
Hb-I 
Ci-Dd 
Ma-Mc 
R 
U-Wh 
Gf-Ha 
Br-Ch 
Md-Mz 
Sa-Sh 
Wi-Z 
Rising Juniors Whose Last Name Begins With 
Ko-L 
F-Ge 
Be-Bq 
N-0 
Si-Ss 
J-Kn 
De-E 
A-Bd 
P-Q 
St-T 
Hb-1 
Ci-Dd 
Ma-Mc 
R 
U - Wh 
Gf-Ha 
Br-Ch 
Md-Mz 
Sa-Sh 
Wi-Z 
LOST FOR SALE 
Old   coins, 
402. 
see   Larry, Unit  B, 
Marsha Dodds, Panhel president. 
Panhel passed a motion by Miss 
Balsley that Alpha Delta Pi spon- 
sor a trophy to be awarded to a 
sorority based on the semester 
grade improvement of its newly 
activated sisters from the semes- 
ter they were pledges. 
After 11 pjn. on Dec. 9, soror- 
ities will have their Christmas 
exchange parties, said Bobbi Gib- 
son of Alpha Xi Delta. The pur- 
pose is "to spread the Panhellenic 
spirit  of Christmas,"   she  said. 
Marguerite Vauclair, Kappa 
Delta, has been named Panhel 
photographer, announced Miss 
Dodds. 
Navy blue coat exchanged by mis- 
take   in library Nov. 15, between 
9 and 11 a.m.   Call Joanne Fug- — ... 
ita, 17 West. 1965 Ford  Fairlane   500, 2 door 
invited, said     hardtop, 289 V-8, automatic. Like 
BUSINESS AND PERSONAL      new« Jerrv. 22 Shatzel. 
For Rent: 2 man student rooms. 
W. Wooster St. $150 per semester. 
354-2945. 
UNIVERSITY WIVES AND STYLE- 
CONSCIOUS WOMEN! Need extra 
money? Like clothes? In a 
few hours a week you can build 
yourself a beautiful wardrobe while 
collecting sales commissions for 
those extras you want for you 
and your family. These clothes 
practically sell themselves. No 
risk. For details call another 
university wife, 352-4111. 
One   record  collection,   all 45's. 
Tom,   243 Harshman A. Ex. 267. 
„.     .. _ .     ...  Mathematicians 
'Hoof  Scheduled   To Ho|d Meeting 
An all-campus hootenany will 
be held Jan. 14 in the Grand Ball- 
room, sponsoredbyRodgersQuad- 
rangle and the Union Activities 
Organization. 
Auditions for the hootenany, 
which was rescheduled from Dec. 
4, will be held after Thanksgiving 
vacation and before Christmas re- 
cess. Dress for the hootenany 
will be casual and there will be 
no admission charge. 
Approximately 35 mathematici- 
ans will gather on the University 
campus Monday for a meeting of 
the Northwest Ohio Mathematics 
Group. 
The key speaker of the program 
who will discuss "Almost Ortho- 
gonal Latin Squares" will be Dr. 
Richard R. Eakin. Dr. Eakin's lec- 
ture at 7:30 pjn. in 140 Overman 
Hall will be free and open to the 
public. . ,  
GussanDo 
Eye Color Stick 
We Hope That Everyone Has a 
Relaxing and 
Enjoyable 
Thanksgiving 
"The Biggest Little Department Store Near Campus" 
West of McDonald Quad. North of U.C.F. 
New! 
Fashion 
Surprise 
for eyes 
from 
In one stick... a 
twist of separate 
colors to blend 
shimmering lights 
and shadows 
on your eyelids. 
7 scintillant 
shades. 
DORSEY 
DRUGS 
Across from Campos 
Behind Burger Chef 
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Debate  Team  Wins J°k Center To Be Opened In Cleveland 
Excellent Rating 
A University debate team made 
up of David Klumpp and Greg 
Gardner received certificates of 
excellence in the debate tourna- 
ment at Bradley University last 
Friday and Saturday for its record 
of four wins and one loss. 
Susan Longstreet and George 
Braatz recorded two wins and 
three losses. The other team, 
comprised of David B runner and 
Robert Olive, recorded one win 
and four losses. 
University representatives in 
individual events included David 
Brunner, Robert Olive, Rebecca 
Boynton, Mary Jane Furman, Bev- 
erly Hoynos, Patricia Parker and 
Holly Ann Herwick. 
David Brunner, Robert Olive, 
and Rebecca Boynton received 
certificates of excellence in radio 
Placement 
Interviews 
Representatives from the com- 
panies listed below will be on 
campus the week of Nov. 29 to 
interview graduating seniors ab- 
out Job opportunities. 
Dec. 1 
General Telephone Co. of Ohio, 
Marion-traffic and accounting. 
Fremont, Ohio, Schools-el- 
ementary and secondary. 
New York Dept. of Mental Hy- 
giene, Albany-administration in- 
ternships. 
Dana Corp., Toledo-internal 
auditors. 
Madison Schools, Madison Htsw 
Mich.-primary, drafting, metals, 
automotives and library. 
Kellogg Co„ Battle Creek, 
Mich.-cost accountant and chem- 
ists. 
U.S. Central Intelligence Ag- 
ency, Washington ,D.C. allmajors. 
Dec. 2 
Central     Intellignece 
same as above. 
Agency 
Adams local schools, Toledo- 
elementary and secondary. 
Marion, Ind„ schools-elemen- 
tary and secondary. 
Madison Schools, Mansfield, 
Ohio-art, elementary, English, 
home economics, automotives, 
shop, French, Spanish, Latin, lib- 
rary, mathematics, music, earth 
and general science, slow 
learners, and speech and dram- 
atics. 
Sidney, Ohio, schools-sixth 
grade and mathematics. 
Trenton, Mich., schools-elem- 
entary and secondary. 
Waterford Township Schools, 
Pontiac, Mich. - elementary and 
secondary. 
Dec. 3 
Salem, Ohio, schools-element- 
ary and secondary. 
National Bank of Detroit-com- 
ptrollers hip, loan analyst, and sys- 
tems-computer analyst. 
Lamphere Schools, MadisonHts. 
Mich. - elementary, electricity, 
metals, and mathematics. 
Interviews will be in the place- 
ment office, 516 Administration 
Bldg. from 9 ajn. to 5 p.m. 
unless otherwise stated. Seniors 
must sign up at the placement 
office before attending interviews. 
HALL FOR RENT 
Parties and Dances 
Catering Service 
Available 
- Reasonable Rates • 
Phone 823 - 4975 
newscasting. 
Miss Furman, Miss Hoynos and 
Miss Parker attained ratings of 
excellence in oral interpretation. 
Miss Boynton and Miss Herwick 
received "excellent" ratings in 
the division of oratory. 
In extemporaneous speaking. 
Miss Herwick received an "ex- 
cellent" rating and Miss Furman 
and Miss Hoynos received good 
ratings. 
Macalestar College won the 
tournament. 
Seniors interested in attending 
the second annual Cleveland Job 
Center, held during Christmas va- 
cation at the Sheraton-Cleveland 
Hotel, should register at the Place- 
ment Office. 
Cleveland area seniors who 
will be graduating in June will 
be offered free personal inter- 
views with more than 100 em- 
ployers in local business, industry, 
boards of education, hospitals, and 
governmental agencies at the Job 
Center. 
The project is designed prim- 
arily to serve the following needs: 
to give Cleveland employers prior 
and   favorable   access  to Cleve- 
land talent; to give large and small 
companies the opportunity to do 
college recruiting with a minimum 
of cost and time, and to offer 
Cleveland area students a con- 
venient and efficient access to 
the total employment market in 
Cleveland when it will not inter- 
rupt their college year. 
Seventy-six area college grad- 
uates are now working for em- 
ployers who originally inter- 
viewed them during Cleveland's 
first annual Job Center last De- 
cember, officials said. 
The Job Center is a non-profit 
operation sponsored by the Wel- 
fare     Federation's    Occupational 
Planning Committee, the Bus- 
inessmen's Interracial Committee 
on Community Affairs, Associated 
Industries ofCleveland, theCleve- 
land Plain Dealer, the Cleveland 
Press, Cleveland Chamber of 
Commerce and the Northeastern 
Ohio Personnel Guidance Assoc- 
iation (NEOPGA). 
I'Diver Be Flying 
Frederick Rinke, Tujunga, Cal„ 
was trying to demonstrate how 
skydivers fall without getting hurt. 
Rinke had 180 skydives to his 
credit when he leaped from 
three-foot table--and broke his 
ankle. 
ILLINOIS 
Alton: Goulding's Jawalars 
Arlington Haightt: fleherty Jewelers 
Aurora: Bockman Jewelers 
Bamngton: Howard A. Wemel. Jawalar 
Bella villa   Syl flatsam 
Bolvidere: Robert B. Leer, Jewelry 
Bloommgton: Sorg't Jewelers 
Blua Island: Kranich Jewelers 
Carbondale: J. Ray Jeweler 
Champaign: M. J. Reed, Jeweler 
Chicago* Cartaaus, Inc. 
Chicago: Gee Vaa Jawalars 
Chicago: Waltar Heurich Jewelers 
Chicago: R. I. Seidelmann Jewelers 
Chicago: Vtn Sipma Jawalars 
Crystal Laka: Salmons Jewelry 
Oacatur: R. M. Martin 4 Co. 
Da Kalb: Gonterman Jewelers 
Dwight: Klinglar's Jawalry 
Elgin: Rauschert A Kubiak 
Evanston: Grunt Jewelry Co. 
Fraaport: Luacka Jewelers 
Galasburg: Robert G. Eichhorn 
Galva: Lambin Jawalars 
Ganasso: Lembm Jewelers 
Glen Ellyn: Dodds Jawalars 
Jollat: riktp Jewelers 
Kankakee: Volkmann's Jewelers 
Downtown 4 Meadowview 
La Granga: Edgar H. Fay Jewelers 
La Salla: C. A. Jensen, Jewelers 
Lincoln: Charter's Jewelry 
Lombard: Clifford's Jawalars 
Eastgata Shopping Center 
Macomb: Arraamltn Jewelry 
Molina: Malcolm Jewelers 
Monmouth: Wiley Light, Jeweler 
Normal: Eaton Jewelry 
Olnay: Tha Rob't Gather Co. 
Ottawa: Major'a Jewelers 
Park Ridga: Randahl Jewelers 
Pakin: Jonas Bros. Jewelers 
Paorla: Mooraa' Jewelers 
Paoria: Potter A Andaraon 
Paoria: Charles A. Schoanhaidar 
Pontiac: Smith's Jewelry 
Princeton: Gunner £. Pihl. Jeweler 
Quincy: Sturhahn, Jewelers 
Rockford: Bolender's 
Rockford: Hoffman A Son 
Rocklord: Undqulst Jewelers 
Skokia: falkanhayn Jewelers 
Springfiald: Bridge Jawalry Co. 
Springfield: Stout's Jewelers 
St. Charles Matson Jewelers 
Starling: Gardas Jawalry 
Washington: foster Jawalry 
Waukagan: O'Oall Jewelers 
Winnstka: Woimcki Jewelers 
INDIANA 
Auburn: Carbaugh Jewelers 
Crawfordsvills: b. W. Williams, Jeweler 
Elkhart: Sykas Jewelers 
Evansville: Utter back Jlrs.-l Stores 
Fort Wayne   Babers Jawalry Store 
Garretl: Chas. CM 1 Co. 
Goshan: Robert's Jewelers 
Greencastle: Mason Jewelers 
Hammond: Armstrong's Jewelers 
Hobart: Jewel Shop 
Lafayette: Harry Gaunt 
Orange Blossom Jlrs. 
Madison: Oscar C. Bear A Son 
Marion: Meyer's Jewelers 
Michigan City: Blackmond's Jewelers 
Mishawaka: Wills Jawalry Store 
Muncia: Harry Gaunt Jewelers 
New Albany: Ray's Jawalry 
Shalbyvilla: Sanders Jawalry Store 
South Band: Jacobs Jewelers 
South Band: Van Home A Co. 
Jam Hauta: Ross Elliott Jeweler 
Valparaiso: Martin Blndar 
KENTUCKY 
Louisville: Lemon 4 Son, Jewelers 
MICHIGAN 
Adrian: Berndt's Jawalry 
Albion: Tuchtanhagan's Jewelers 
Allagan: Paul R. Mc Far land, Jeweler 
Alpana: Kennedy's Jewelers 
Ann Arbor: Schlandarar A Sons 
Battle Craak: Roy S. Bailey Jewelers 
Bay City: Herman Hiss A Co. Jlrs. 
Bay City: Simmons Jewelers 
Big Rapids: Emits Jawalry 
Birmingham: Connolly's Jewelers 
Birmingham: Demery's 
Brighton: Cooper Jawalry 
Buchanan: Watson s Jawalry 
Calumet: Herman Jewelers 
Caro: Dyer's Jawalry 
Charlotte: Young's Jawalry 
Cheboygan: Rogers Jawalry 
Chesening: Nau-Rich Jewelers 
Clio: Malcont's Jewelers 
Coldwster: Klass Jawalry 
Dearborn: J. f. Taylor Jewelers, Inc. 
Detroit: Wright Kay A Co 
Downtown, Northland, Grossa Pta. 
Detroit: Demery's 
Detroit: Gahrlngar's 
Detroit: Hook's Jawalry 
Durand: George's Jeweler 
East Lansing: Leon 6. 
Elsie: Levey's jawalry 
Ferndsle: Innas J. Davidson Jtr 
Flint: Inln Hlrsch Jeweler s-a Stores 
Flint: John P. Ryan, Jawalry 
Gladwm: Watson's Jawalry 
Grand Blanc: Burka's Anniversary 
Jawalry A Gift Shop 
Grand Haven: Grand Haven Jewelers 
Grand Raplde: Da Vnes Jawalry Store 
Grand Rapids: Slegat Jawalry Co. 
GrandviMa: R. Engels Jawalry 
Grossa Polnte Wooda: A. J. Susalla Jlrs. 
Mailings Patrick C. Hodges, Jeweler 
Hlllsdale: Roger Lossy Jeweler's 
Holland: Post's Jawalry 
Ho wall   rat Jawalry 
Hudson: H. C. Blanks, Jeweler 
Ionia: R. L. Jonaa Jeweler 
Jackson: Maaghar's In Jacobtons 
Kalamatoo: Mackla'a Jawalars 
f
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VICTORIA 
MICHIGAN 
Kalamatoo: W. M. Spaman Jewelers 
Keego Harbor: Gregory Jewelers 
Lansing: Linn 4 Owan Jewelers 
Litchfietd: Haynar Jawalars 
Manistea: Closson's Jawalry 
Marietta: Mai Cola. Jawalar 
Marquette: Schoch 4 Hallam 
Marshall: Hammingsan t Hodgas Inc. 
Midland: lotay'a Jawalry 
Milan: Phllllpa Jewelers 
Millord: McMartin's Jawalry 
Monroe: Yoas Jawalars 
Mount Morris: John Horiath Jewelers 
Ml. Pleasant: Fohy-Thompson's 
Muskagon: A. Krauthaim 
Niles: Thayar's Jawalars 
Owosso: V. L. Schmidt Jawalar 
Patoakay: Rauach Jawalry 
Plymouth: Baltnar's 
Pontiac: Connolly's Jawalars 
Port Huron: Mother's Jawalars 
Royal Oak: Dobla Jawalars 
Saginaw: Nauchterleins' Jawalry 
Sanduaky: Mel Cola Jawalar 
Sault Sta. Maria: Don Waggoner Jawalar 
Sturgis: Lao's Jawalry 
Tecumeeh: Gallon 4 Son 
Utica: folio Jawalars 
Walled Lake: Irlamfa Jawalry 
OHIO 
Akron: Hanry B.Bali Co. 
Akron: The S. W. Bishop Co. 
Akron. Cuy. Falls: £. V. Ball, Jawalar 
Alliance: Francis Jawalry 
Ashland: Kastan's 
Athene: Cornwall and Co. 
Bellelontaine: Smith Jawalars 
Bluff ton   La i bar's Jawalry Stora 
Bowling Green: Dill Jawalars 
Brecksville: Gustave Julian, Jawalars 
Canton: DaubJa's Jawalry 
Canton: John Gasser 4 Son, Jawalars 
Cincinnati: Harschada Jawakera-4 Storas 
Cleveland: H. Mr. Basttia 4 Sons. Inc. 
Euclid An. 4 The Arcade 
Cleveland Heights: Basch's Leading Jlrs. 
Cleveland-Lakewood: Laa Eeardan 
Columbus: Argo 4 Lahna, Jawalars 
I Storas 
Columbus: Eckstein Jawalars 
Columbus: M. D. Hohanstina 
Columbus: Rogars Jawalars—I Storas 
Dayton: Aman 4 Co. 
Dayton: C. Oscar Be/oaf 4 Sons 
East Cleveland: Nelson Jawalry 
Elyria: Binningar Jawalars 
Findlay: Thomas Jawalars 
Fremont: Harvey Oaks, Jlr.-t Storas 
Greenville: Van Babbar Jawalars 
Kent: Kant Jawalry 
Lancaster: Burtic Jewelers-! Storas 
Mansfield: Dunkin Jeweler s-SStoras 
Marion: tore's Jawalars 
Mentor: Richard's Jawalry 
Mount Vernon: Wise Jawalars Inc. 
New Philadelphia Housa of Stonas 
Newark: Burtic Jawalars 
Nilea: Leon Doubat, Jawalar 
Norwalk: Holman Jawalars 
01ford: Hosack's 
Paineaville: Lawall's Jawalry 
Parma: Guslars Julian, Jawalar 
Ravenna: Kralnbarg's 
Salem: Daniel E. Smith, Jawalar 
Sanduaky: Barttch Jawalars 
Springfield: Hofman-Graan Jawalars 
Springlield: George f Wisdan Jawalar 
Struthers: John Aebischer Jawalar 
Tiffin: Millar Jawalry 
Toledo: Mas Davis Jawalar 
Warren: Saths Jawalry 
Woostar: White's Jawalry Stora 
Youngstown: Raymond Brenner, Jawalar 
PENNSYLVANIA 
New Castle: fletcher Jawalry 
Sharon: Wanglar's 
WIST VIRGINIA 
Wheeling: Posms Jawalars 
WISCONSIN 
Beloit: J. W. Anderson-Jewelers 
Burlington: Lee N. Herrman Jawalar 
Cedarburg: Armbrustar's Jawalars 
Cudahy: Kelvin Schroeder. Jawalars 
Eau Claire: Laskar Jewelers 
Graendale: Kelvin Schroadar, Jawalars 
Janes villa  Dubas Jawalry 
Kenosha: Gottfradsan 4 Nkoll 
Kenosha: C. S. Hubbard, Jawalar 
La Crosse: Paul's Jawalry 
La Crosse: Rose Jawalars 
Madison: Jason Johnson, Jawalars 
Madison: R. H. Kank, Jawalar 
Menomonie: Anshus Jawalars 
Merrill: Haknsladtar Jawalars 
Milwaukee: A. C. Hentschel Jewelers 
Milwaukee: tour's Essar Co. Jawalars 
Milwaukee: Stellar's Jks. Capitol Ct. 
Plymouth: Tan Hakan Jawalars 
Racine: Mortansan's Jawalry 
Racine: Wiagand Bros. Inc. 
Rhinelander: £. A. Ebart, Jawalar 
Rice Lake: Willkom Jawalars 
Sheboygan: K M. Garrison, Jawalars 
South Milwaukee: Kelvin Schroadar, Jks. 
Sun Prairie: Nelson's Jawalry 
Watertown: Salrck Jawalars 
Waukeshe: Estherg Jawalars 
Wausau: Val Kryshak, Jawalars 
West Allis: Shallow Jawalars 
SOLO ■ V F   I   N WE    L   E   R   S THROUGHOUT A   M    E   R C   A 
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MSU Defense Stuns Notre Dame 
By JOHN GUGGER 
Assistant Sports Editor 
SOUTH BEND. Ind„--    For 30 
hlnutes Saturday Steve Juday was 
peing   fitted   for  a pair   of goat 
i-orns.     But  in the  second  half 
Michigan State's versatile senior 
uarterback shunned that infamous 
'reath   and   led   the   top-ranked 
partans to a convincing 12-3 vic- 
>ry over Notre Dame. 
He didn't do it alone. 
Juday   had suffered through a 
rst  half  in which  he had fum- 
led   twice,   had  two  passes   in- 
tercepted, and done virtually no- 
ling      to     help    the  prestige- 
mscious Spartans in their battle 
r the national championship. 
His first fumble was recovered 
early in the first period by Notre 
Dame defensive back Tom Longo 
on the Spartan 19 and set up the 
only Irish score of the day, a 
32-yard  field goal  by Ken Ivan. 
The other Juday miscues were 
hidden behind a massive charging 
wall of Spartan lineman and an 
alert secondary unit which allowed 
the nation's highest-scoring team 
a measly net total of 12 yards 
offensively. 
Notre Dame never moved past 
the MSU 49 yard line, except 
when it penetrated on pass inter- 
ceptions and fumble recoveries. 
After trailing 3-0 at the half, MSU 
went ahead in the third quarter 
going 39 yards in six plays. 
Speedy Clinton Jones sparked 
the drive, carrying for 27 yards, 
including a three-yard plunge over 
left guard for the TD. Jones 
managed 117 yards in 20 carries 
for his day's work. 
Juday made it definite in the 
final quarter when he lofted a 
19-yard scoring pass to Dwight 
Lee on the first play after Spartan 
defensive back Jim Summers had 
picked off a Bill '/loch pass. Sum- 
mer's theft was one of three for 
the Spartans in the game. 
Only in the second half did Juday 
play the kind of ball that had 
enabled State to win their first 
nine games. "I was making first 
game mistakes inourtenthgame," 
he said afterwards. ' Duffy (MSU 
Clay Again! 
LAS VEGAS--Defending champion Cassius 
Clay battered challenger Floyd Patterson for 
12 rounds before referee Harry Krause stop- 
ped  the fight  at 2:18 of the round last night. 
Clay, using a left jab throughout ths fight, 
did as he said he would before the fight... 
:<   punish Patterson. 
The only real offensive show by Clay came 
in the sixth round when he dropped Patter- 
son to one- knee with 40 seconds remaining. 
It was here, apparently, that Patterson in- 
jured his back which eventually caused the 
fight to be halted. 
Clay's most effective weapon was the left 
Jab which he used more than he has in any 
of his previous title victories. 
Patterson's only good offensive showing was 
in the first round when he appeared to have 
Clay off balance at times. 
"Patterson   was   really  game,"  Clay  said. 
"He took my best punches." 
The champion, who is now unbeaten in all 
of his 22 professional fights, said that Pat- 
terson avoided the knockout punch which 
Sonny Liston suffered because he kept mov- 
ing away from his blows. 
Patterson's back, which was injured in 
1954, forced his trainers to lift him into 
the ring after the sixth round and ruined 
his timing. 
"I don't want to make excuses," the 
weary Patterson said. "I trained very hard 
and I just wanted to win for all my fans in 
the United States,   but  I fought a lousy fight. 
"None of my plans worked, but even if 
my back hadn't been hurt they might not have 
worked," he said. 
Patterson, now 30 years old, indicated 
there was a possibility he might retire from 
the ring. 
lyers Score Early As Falcon 
cers Fall In Season Opener, 8-4 
By TIM CHURCHILL 
Sports Writer 
With the aid of f< jr second 
riod goals, Dayton handed the 
lwling Green hockey team an 
4A loss in the season opener 
r the Falcons Saturday at Hara 
•ena in Dayton. 
,Larry Capella, Flyers' center, 
ored the three-goal hat trick 
ith a goal in each period. Steve 
mckra   lead   the   Falcons   with 
Eo   goals   and an  assist.    Co- 
ptain Pete Gilinson added a goal 
lid three  assits  to the Bowling 
-. reen cause. 
'The first period was a wild, 
•ee-skating, and free-shooting af- 
ilr with a total of 30 shots taken 
y the two teams. Clark Simonds, 
falcon goalie, was called on 
br 18 saves and allowed one goal, 
j The teams left the ice at the end 
f the twenty minutes with Dayton 
olding a 1-0 lead. Dayton's goal 
am; on a power play withCapella 
I lipping the puck past Simonds at 
he 13:24 mark. Tim Blackmer 
nd Nick Defusco assisted on the 
oal, which was scored while Tom 
tyc Donald , Bowling Green de- 
enseman, was in the penalty box 
or hooking. 
Dayton wasted no time after 
he intermission in scoring its 
econd goal of the night. Capella, 
ince     again     on   assists    from 
Blackmer and Defusco, beat Sim- 
onds with only 24 seconds gone in 
the period. Dan Frederick and 
Bob Perry set up Ed Dooley for 
the Flyers' third goal about four 
minutes later. 
The Falcons trailed 3-0 before 
they could solve Dayton goalie 
Bruce Kent, who had continually 
foiled Bowling Green attacks with 
seemingly Impossible stops. Jim 
Plaunt, co-captain left winger, fin- 
ally put the Falcons on the score- 
board at the 5:23 mark when he 
took passes from Gilinson and 
captain Walt Gansser and shot 
the puck into the Dayton net. 
With the score 3-L the Flyers 
took advantage of Bowling Green 
mistakes to hid their lead to 5-1 
on goals by Defusco and Fred- 
erick. Shuckra narrowed the mar- 
gin to 5-2 before the end of the 
period when he slipped the puck 
past Kent with 7:49 remaining. 
Plaunt and Gilinsonassistedon the 
goal. 
Dayton scored a goal with 58 
seconds gone in the third period, 
as Capella beat Simonds with a 
bouncing shot into the net. The 
goal was the third of the night for 
Capella. 
Bill Amos and Blackmer added 
the final Flyers' goals. Shuckra 
got his second goal with 2:06 
remaining on assists from Palunt 
and   Gilinson.      Gilinson  scored 
the final Bowling Green goal 28 
seconds later, but the rally was 
not enough to overcome the Day- 
ton lead. 
Bill Little, Falcon coach, said 
he felt the score was not a true 
indication of the way the game went. 
He said Bowling Green might have 
won the game had it not been for 
three costly "breaks" which went 
against the Falcons. 
"I don't want to take anything 
away from Dayton," Little said. 
"They're a real good club, but 
not that much better than ours. 
You must remember that they get 
the ice to practice about four times 
a week, while we are able to skate 
only once a week. But I don't 
want to sound like I'm making 
alibis for the team. We'll be giv- 
ing teams in the future a much 
better battle, and sooner or later 
the breaks will begin to go our 
way." 
Tickets On Sale 
Tickets for the annual varsity- 
freshman Hall of Fame game next 
Monday will go on sale at 9 a.m. 
the day of the game. 
The contest will start at 7:30 
pjn. Student ducats are 25 cents 
while adult tickets are priced at 
50 cents. 
coach Duffy Daugherty) helped me 
with the play-calling more in the 
second half and I guess I settled 
down more. But how about that 
defense I" 
Daugherty said: "In all the years 
I've been associated with football 
I've never seen a defensive per- 
formance like this one." 
The massive State line refused 
to budge in the face of Notre 
Dame's modern day "Four Horse- 
men."     On  numerous   occasions 
defensive ends Bubba Smith and 
Bob Viney turned in attempted 
end sweeps by Bill Wolski and 
Nick Eddy. And when the Irish 
tried the middle of the Spartan 
line it was the same story. 
Meanwhile, Jones and Lee 
amassed 203 yards between them. 
Juday hit for 71 yards on six 
passes, four of the completions 
in the second half. With the 
unyielding Spartan defense it was 
more than enough. 
Business, journalism, and 
liberal arts majors find 
career opportunities with 
Booth Michigan papers 
If you're looking for a business field that offers excep- 
tional career possibilities—take a look at Booth Mich- 
igan Newspapers. 
Booth offers college graduates job challenges as 
exciting—and satisfying—as any to be found. You can 
grow with Booth. Grow in business stature ... in 
responsibilities handled ... in remuneration . . . 
security . . . and in all the many things that make a 
successful career. 
Booth publishes daily newspapers in Ann Arbor, 
Bay City, Flint, Grand Rapids, Jackson, Kalamazoo, 
Muskegon, Saginaw and Ypsilanti. Combined circu- 
latiorkis approximately 530,000. It requires nearly 
2,000 people to produce these papers . . . editors, 
reporters, photographers, accountants, financial and 
credit personnel, creative advertising people, creative 
advertising salesmen, and circulation specialists. 
As we said . . . before making your final decision, 
take a look at Booth. We have much to offer. 
Ask your Placement Officer for the date and time of 
Booth Newspapers' visit to your campus, or write 
Coordinator, Training Program, Booth Newspapers, Inc., 
Suite 2100,211 West Fort Street, Detroit, Michigan 48226. 
BOOTH NEWSPAPERS 
THE ANN ARBOR NEWS • THE BAY CITY TIMES • THE FLINT 
JOURNAL • THE GRAND RAPIDS PRESS • JACKSON CITIZEN 
PATRIOT • KALAMAZOO GAZETTE • THE MUSKEGON 
CHRONICLE •   THE SAGINAW NEWS  •   THE YPSIIANTI PRESS 
Kappa Sigma Pledges 
Wish Everyone a 
Pleasant and Safe Thanksgiving Vacation 
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Williams Doubtful Starter 
(Editors Note: This is the last 
in a series of articles on the 
1965-66 Bowling Green State Uni- 
versity basketball team. An out- 
look of this year's prospects and 
performances of the past will be 
featured. Today's article deals 
with the guards.) 
By JOHN GUGGER 
Assistant Sports Editor 
Cliff Williams had just swished 
a long jump shot through the nets. 
As he pivoted to turn back up 
court a shot of pain flooded his 
left heel. Unknown to Williams, 
he had just torn the muscles in 
his Achilles tendon. That was 
last  fall  in pre-season practice. 
Now, one year and one operation 
later, Williams is still bothered 
by the old injury. "When I pivoted 
I knew something was wrong. It 
was very painful, so painful I 
couldn't even move the leg," he 
said. "But its finally coming 
around. It still bothers me, but 
it is alot better. I guess its 
just a matter of time now." 
The injury has slowed Williams 
down lo the point that he will be 
a doubtful starter against Ball 
State in next Wednesday's opener. 
"It takes time to recover from 
the kind of injury Cliff has," said 
coach Warren Scholler. "With the 
bad leg he can't run very much 
and  this hurts his conditioning." 
With Williams out of the start- 
ing picture, at least temporarily, 
Scholler will probably go with 
letterman and co-captainNickAloi 
and sophomore Rich Hendrix in 
the guard slots. 
A loi left the team early last 
year, apparently displeased with 
his playing. After being reinstated, 
however, the 6-2 Midland, Pa.,■ 
native came on strong to average 
14.4 points a gaim . 
A loi, deadly from the 20 to 25 
foot range when given time to 
shoot,   scored   the    second   most 
NICK ALOI 
RENT 
WHAT YOU 
NEED 
Party Supplies 
Small Tools 
TRUCKS - TRAILERS 
BEE GEE 
RENTAL 
125 W. POE RD. 
Phone 352-1604 
field goals on the varsity last 
year with 135. His high game was 
33 points against Western Michi- 
gan. 
Hendrix, the farmboy from Cin- 
cinnati Lakota, was second in 
scoring to Walt Piatkowski on last 
year's frosh club. 
Steadiness is Hendrix' trade- 
mark. NotthefancyCliffWilliams, 
type. Rich averaged 19.1 points a 
game last year in doing a job that 
went unnoticed by many fans, but 
not coaches. 
An excellent shooter from both 
the field and free throw line, 48% 
and 77% averages respectively, 
Hendrix will be handicapped by 
his relative lack of height. At 
six feet, he is the shortest player 
on the team. 
Others sure to see plenty of 
action are letterman Ted Rose, 
Phil Rychner, and sophomore Bob 
Hodak. 
Rose, a junior, scored 52 points 
in 17 games last year for a 3J 
average, while making 80% of his 
CLIFF WILLIAMS 
free throws. Ted also plays third 
base on the Falcon baseball team. 
Rychner, one of three senior 
guards, saw action in all but two 
BG games last year. He averaged 
2.6 a contest on the strength of 
56 points. 
Shortly after last season had 
started, Hodak injured his hand in 
a freshman game and missed the 
rest of the season. In the six 
games he played, Hodak scored 
74 points, a 12.3 average. 
After graduating from Toledo 
Central Catholic where he played 
against ex-Falcon ace Butch Ko- 
mives, Hodak spent the next three 
years in the service before coming 
to Bowling Green. 
Also available for duty on the 
Falcon basketball floor is Skip 
Taylor, a senior letterman, and 
sophomore Wayne Bowling. 
From Scholler's hometown of 
Hamilton, Taylor scored 37 points 
in limited duty last year. Bowling 
averaged 6.6 points in 11 games 
with the freshmen. 
Three men who worked at guard 
last year will not be on the scene 
for the Ball State game. 
Missing because of scholastic 
deficiencies will be John Provost 
and Tom Sciple. Both are ineligible 
for the first semester. The thirc 
man, Wayne Burdette, signed a 
professional baseball contract an 
is ineligible for intercollegiate 
varsity competition. 
Provost is the heaviest loss, 
having scored at a 10.6 clip after 
becoming eligible for second se- 
mester last year.   Seiple hit for 
86 points in 17 games, Burdette 
49 points in 19 games. Both Pro- 
vost and Seiple started for Scholler 
during different stretches of last 
season. 
Thankfulness... 
RICH HENDRIX 
is having great customers 
EAST WEST 
H Clothes 
BOWLING GREEN, OHIO 
Traditional Outfitters of Gentlemen 
Clothes 
flack 
BOWLING  GREEN, OHIO 
Traditional Outfitters of Ladies 
